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Abstract— Now a day’s people are running up their work 

very faster day by day. They are riding their vehicles with 

accelerating speed. So the accident rate was dramatically 

increase. This paper focus on developing the system that 

helps to reduce the bike accident on the road by providing 

alert signal to the rider. For that, Smart phones are equipped 

with numerous sensors that can provide safety enhancement 

for the rider. Vehicle Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) emerged 

us an application to provide safety measures on riding using 

Android smart phones with the built in accelerometer 

sensors. A program installed on the mobile phones that 

calculates the acceleration by the sensors and compare it 

with normal riding behavior. If any variation occurs, it 

generates the alert signal to the rider and the patrol. 

Effective use of this system can avoid accidents and provide 

safety measures to the public rider and auto mobile itself. 

Key words: Vehicle Ad-hoc Network, Accelerometer, 

Sensors 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At present many two wheelers and other vehicles are being 

used all over our country. Increased rate of vehicles leads to 

more accidents. In U.S the number of mobile phone users 

has grown rapidly from 1985 to 1998. To achieve 

worldwide deployment of an integrated communications 

based infrastructure on the roadways and in all vehicles to 

enable a wide range of safety and prevention measures that 

today are unattainable. According to U.S, the annual cost of 

alcohol related crashes totals more than $51 billion in 2008. 

 
Fig. 1: Direction for riders. 

Riders get affected by fatigue, being drunk, or 

reckless riding are the main factors for most road Accidents. 

Networks (VANET) which uses Dedicated Short Range 

Communication (DSRC) to allow nearby vehicles to 

communicate either with each other. VANET safety 

applications are considered represent a vital step towards 

enhancing road safety and imp roving traffic efficiency by 

preventing accidents from occurring; for example, 

Intersection collision avoidance. Rider behaviour detection 

system in VANET that can detect four types of riding 

behaviour in real time riding:      

 Normal Riding 

 Fatigue Riding 

 Drunken Riding 

 Reckless Riding 

 
Fig. 2: Intelligent Transportation using Vehicle Ad-Hoc 

Network 

II. ANALYSIS METHOD IN EXISTING SYSTEM 

Analysis of external sensors data for vehicle performance is 

a large area of study. Some work has been done in the form 

of theoretical research and development in a practical 

design. The main ideas of our work focus on mapping 

anomalies of a road’s surface and classifying different 

driving behaviors. There has been some work in the field of 

road analysis, specifically road anomaly detection.  Nericell 

is a system researched and developed by Microsoft that 

detects traffic honking, bumps, and vehicle braking using 

external sensors. For detection, it uses multiple external 

sensors such as a microphone, GPS, accelerometer, and 

Global System for Mobile communications radio for traffic 

localization. Pothole Patrol is another system that monitors 

road conditions using GPS and an external accelerometer. 

The system was deployed for testing in taxis using a 

convenient method to identify fatigued surfaces of a road. 

III. RIDER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS BASED ON CONTEXT 

AWARENESS 

Rider behavior is essential for describing rider status by 

monitoring the rider behaviour or vehicle. Several kinds of 

rider behaviour have been defined, normal riding behaviour 

as the majority of behaviour exhibited by each rider during 

their daily riding, while abnormal riding behaviour refer to 

the behaviour of rider by mental or physical factors referred 

to the task of riding as a complex dynamic environment. 

Rider behaviour defined as a sequence of actions, each of 

which contains specific state of rider. 

In this study, rider’s behavior comes under the 

perspective of context awareness as follows: 

A. Normal Behaviors 

Behaviour is considered to be normal when rider 

concentrates on the riding task. This can be characterized by 

controlling the speed of the vehicle, avoiding sudden 

acceleration, riding without alcohol intoxication, 
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maintaining a proper position between lane markers and the 

rider having his or her eyes open while riding. When the 

rider matches the above mentioned criteria, behaviour is 

considered to be normal. 

B. Drunk Behaviour:  

This refers to riding whilst intoxicated by alcohol and is 

characterized by a set of observable actions such as sudden 

acceleration, riding without maintaining the proper lane 

position, riding without controlling the speed and usually 

having closed eyes for more than 80% for a period of time. 

C. Fatigue Behaviour: 

Analyzing fatigue behavior during riding and which is 

associated with a loss of effectiveness in riding. If a rider 

riding after a period of 17hours with no sleep behaves 

exactly as a rider who has 0.05% intoxication of alcohol. If a 

rider riding after a period of 24 hours with no sleep behaves 

exactly as one who has 0.1% intoxication of alcohol.  

D. Reckless Behaviour: 

Reckless rider as a rider who drives at high speed, high 

degree of acceleration and put other traffic participants at 

risk. The rider is classified as riding in this category when 

there is no alcohol intoxication, the rider’s eyes are opened 

but the following behaviours are exhibited: riding with 

sudden acceleration, not maintaining the proper lane 

position and not controlling the vehicle’s speed. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

As mentioned above, Rider detection is for analysing the 

rider behaviour by monitoring the status of rider and issuing 

a warning message to the rider to prevent accidents. Context 

aware system is used to detect normal and abnormal 

behaviours of the rider. It contains contextual information 

about rider and vehicle. An alarm signal is provided to the 

rider and other vehicles by in-vehicle alarm and sending 

warning messages containing preventive actions via wireless 

technology to alert the rider and other vehicles provided by 

VANET .This needs to implement the following system 

design. 

 
Fig. 3: Rider Behaviour Analysis Based On Context 

Awareness 

A. Context-Aware Based Design 

This form of design is for getting user context without user 

interaction by considering the environmental issues. 

1) Sensing Phase: 

This phase collects the riders contextual information and 

transfer it into a machine executable stage to get process in 

next phase. It have two layers 

a) Sensors Layer: 

It is responsible for gathering contextual data from different 

types of sensors that may be camera, GPS. 

2) Reasoning Phase: 

The phase is used to obtain the contextual information about 

the driver situation and take some corrective actions. These 

information’s are obtained from two ways. That is certain 

information obtained from a single sensor. Uncertain 

information from a multiple sensor. 

a) Behaviour Detection Algorithm: 

This algorithm mainly focused on uncertain contextual 

information to detect current behaviour of the rider using 

Bayesian network algorithm to combine the collected data to 

detect ride behaviour type. 

b) Corrective action algorithm:  

This algorithm is used to choose the appropriate in-vehicle 

alarm and to calculate the corrective action for other 

vehicles on the road based on their positions, velocities and 

directions. 

3) Application Phase: 

Depending on the current situation, the systems provide 

services to users .One of the main service are providing a 

warning message that contain corrective actions for other 

vehicles on road .It provide alarm to warn the rider to 

prevent the occurrence of accidents and to reduce the 

potential. 

V. RIDER BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS BASED ON ACCELERATION 

This system analyse the related behaviour of riders by using 

accelerations for the riders who drunk and continue their 

riding. 

 
Fig. 4(a): Acceleration readings of three axis x, y, z  

Fig. 4 (b): The mobile phone for pitch, yaw and roll. 

A. Detection Based on Lateral Acceleration and Lane 

 
Fig. 5: Lateral acceleration for different form of lanes 
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This form of detection algorithm is used for detecting the 

abnormal cur linear movements of rider based on 

acceleration values. 

B. Detection Based on Longitudinal Acceleration and 

Speed Control: 

Detection based on speed control is used to maintain proper 

speed. Abrupt speed acceleration, deceleration, erratic 

braking, jerky stop are the symptoms of that the rider is 

under alcohol. The abrupt acceleration on vehicle will lead 

to a great increase of longitudinal acceleration (positive 

values). On the contrary, the abrupt deceleration, erratic 

braking or jerky stop will cause a great decrease of 

longitudinal acceleration. 

VI. EVALUATION 

A. Context Aware Behavior Analysis: 

The riding behavior was represented by the format of, 

B = {Sb=1,Sb=2,……,Sb=n} 

Where (B) is the riders behavior, (Sb) is state of the 

behavior, and (tm) is the time. Different types of riding 

states are Normal riding (nr), Drunk riding (dr), Fatigued 

riding (fr ) and Reckless riding(rr).  

 
Fig. 6: Driver behavior detection system architecture. 

In this each state of the characteristics are observed 

by using observable context(Cxt) is represented by, 

(Sb=i) = {Cxt1,Cxt2,Cxt3,……..,Cxtk} 

Then the current unobservable state is(Sb=i) and a 

set of observable context (Cxtj ) where (Sb=i) is  the state at 

time i and (Cxtj ) is the context that captured to  the state 

characterize. 

B. Acceleration based Analysis: 

We design the detection algorithm based on accelerations, 

and apply it to the mobile phones equipped with 

accelerometer and orientation sensor. The acceleration 

readings are usually provided by accelerometers in 

directions of xa , ya , and za correspondingly represented by 

Ax , Ay  and Az. A mobile phone’s orientation can be 

determined by orientation angles, i.e. yaw, pitch, roll values 

that are denoted as x;y and z, respectively. In real detection 

process, both the lateral acceleration and the longitudinal 

acceleration should be based on the vehicle movement 

direction. 

 
Fig. 7: Working procedure of the drunk driving detection 

system. 

We first obtain the horizontal components of Ax 

and Ay, which are denoted as Axh, Ayh, by Eq. 

Axh = Ax cos _z 

Ayh = Ay cos _y 

Then, the lateral acceleration vector Alat and 

longitudinal acceleration vector Alon of the vehicle can be 

inferred by Eq. 

Alat = Axh sin + Ayh sin 

Alon = Axh cos + Ayh cos 

The last step of calibration is to determine the 

correct direction of two vectors Alat and Alon. 

VII. ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN INDIA PRESENT SCENERIO 

 In 2012, India recorded 1, 34,000 road accident deaths 

highest in the world. The World Bank trends put this 

figure at 2,00,000 annually 

 About 5,20,000 road accident injuries and 4,90,000 

road accidents occurred in 2010. 

 About 56 accidents per hour (one accident per 

minutes). 

 If a person meets with a road accident in India, there is 

an over 30 per cent chance of death. 

 Around 53 per cent of the people who die in India are 

males in the most productive age group of 20 to 50 

years. 

 The number of people killed has increased four times 

from 1970 to 2009. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Using a Smart phone, by integrating it into the automobile 

vehicle we can calculate vehicle’s condition, road conditions 

whether it is tough road or smoother. These analyses are 
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compared with the riding behavior of the vehicle for safe 

and sudden maneuvers through which we can intimate that 

the rider’s behavior is safe or not by sending an alert 

message to the rider’s mobile phone. Also this system helps 

to find whether the rider is drunk and ride by sensing riding 

behavior at the normal condition of the vehicle. The mobile 

phone, which is placed in the vehicle, collects and analyzes 

the data from its accelerometer and orientation sensor to 

detect any abnormal or dangerous driving manoeuvres 

typically related to driving under alcohol influence. 

Experiments show that our solution sees very low false 

negative and false positive rates, as well as tolerable energy 

consumption. In our future work, we plan to improve our 

detection system by integrating all available sensing data on 

a mobile phone, e.g., GPS data and camera image. 
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